
Stroke – Core Skills Training

Mood



Aims of the session

• Explore what is meant by mood

• Understand factors contributing to mood

• Understand how changes in mood can affect a 
person after a stroke

• Develop skills to help a person manage their 
mood after a stroke

• Learn one measurement of mood



What is mood?

• A state of mind, emotion, feeling or attitude

• Variable with the situation

• Examples:
– Happy, joyful, confident, calm, open-minded, 

accepting

– Sad, tearful, fearful, anxious, judgemental, 
prejudiced



Variable mood

• It is normal to experience different moods at 
different times

• Both good & bad moods are part of life

BUT…

• If a person’s mood (good or bad) becomes 
overwhelming it can influence almost every 
area of life



What may influence mood after stroke?

• Physical conditions

– Loss of independence or functional ability

– Pain

• Communication barriers

– Dysphasia

– Different language to those around you

• Cognitive conditions

– Change in thinking or personality



What may influence mood after stroke?

• Emotional state

– Feelings of hopelessness or fear

– Changed ability to experience or express emotions

• Social factors

– Loss of job, having to be looked after

– Changes in personal relationships

• Cultural factors

– Perceptions of stroke & what it means for them



Low mood after stroke

• Low mood / depression is common (~33%)

• Control of mood can be disrupted causing mood 
‘swings’ = emotional lability

• Cognitive & language impairments may make it 
difficult to assess mood

• Can have a big impact on rehab & recovery



How is low mood expressed?
• Behaviours

– Poor hygiene

– Lack of interest in clothes, food or activities

– Reduced interaction with family & friends

• Persistent negative emotions
– Tearful, angry, withdrawn, ‘flat’, loss of self-worth

• Physiological changes
– Poor sleep, appetite, memory, concentration

– Changes in energy levels (slow or fidgety)



Helping a person manage their mood

• Improvements in
– sleep

– appetite

– engagement with rehab

– functional outcome

– relationships with family & friends 

• IMPROVES OVERALL QUALITY OF LIFE!



Treat factors affecting mood

• Pain relief
• Optimise nutrition and hydration
• Comfortable positioning with frequent turns
• Continence management

– Bladder
– Bowels

• Maximise communication
• Rehab to build functional independence

– Setting goals / targets can help motivate & track 
progress



Reaching out
• Just showing you are interested in a person 

can make a big difference

– Sit down next to them, preferably in a quiet place

– Ask them how they are feeling

– Listen to their story

– Allow them to express emotions e.g. cry

• Reassure them that how they are feeling is a 
part of their illness

– It is normal to feel sad after having a stroke



Building a support network

• Involve the person’s family & friends

• Explain that low mood after stroke is common 
& is part of the illness

• Reassure them that it is likely to improve with 
time

• Encourage them to talk together about how 
they are feeling (good & bad)



Making progress

• A diary can help the person to see their 
progress & recovery

• They may feel better if they can be visited by 
their spiritual leader e.g. priest or imam

• If they continue to experience low mood they 
may benefit from antidepressant medication



Clinical depression

• Persistent low mood, sadness or loss of 
interest in normal activities

• Sustained changes in thoughts, feelings & 
behaviours

• These changes lead to reduced quality of life

• If symptoms continue for 2 weeks or longer, a 
diagnosis of clinical depression can be made



Medications for depression

• SSRIs

– Citalopram, fluoxetine, sertraline

– Good for depression with anxiety

– Can boost energy levels

• SNRIs

– Mirtazapine

– Good for boosting sleep & appetite



Measuring mood

• Formal measurement of mood can help 
quantify the problem

• Repeat assessment helps chart progress & 
response to treatment

• Many measures in use, not all are suitable for 
stroke patients

• PHQ-9 can be useful for patients without
dysphasia



PHQ-9
In the last 2 weeks have you experienced

1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things?
2. Feeling down, depressed or hopeless?
3. Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too 

much?
4. Feeling tired or having little energy?
5. Poor appetite or over-eating?
6. Feeling bad about yourself, that you have let 

yourself / your family down?
7. Difficulty concentrating on things?
8. Moving or speaking very slowly, or being fidgety or 

very restless?
9. Thoughts that you would be better off dead, or of 

hurting yourself in some way?



Scoring

• 0 = not at all

• 1 = several days

• 2 = more than half the days

• 3 = nearly every day

• A score of 0-9 indicates normal mood

• A score of 10 or more indicates possible 
depression & requires action



Summary

• Many factors contribute to mood

• Low mood after stroke is common

• A multidisciplinary approach is required

– Managing mood is everyone’s business!

• Does not always require medication

• Can be measured to monitor progress



Thank you


